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ABSTRACT

The research was conducted in pullet farming through partnership scheme 
at “Prospek Karyatama” Company in Turen and Gedangan subdistrict Malang 
Regency. The objective of the research was to determine the profitability and 
efficiency of business in pullet farming. The respondents were 23 pullet farmers
that divided into three scale. The scale I (14 farmers), scale II (7 farmers), and 
scale III (2 farmers). The collecting data were conducted on 24th -31st March 2015
by survey interviews.  The interview with farmer was used as primary data and the 
secondary data was gotten by reports of “Prospek Karyatama” Company. Result 
showed that scale III was most profitable in pullet farming based on the value of 
total production cost had lowest cost IDR 45,234/bird compared in scale I IDR 
45,904/bird and scale II IDR 45,263/bird. The revenue in scale III was IDR 
48,864/bird. So, the scale III had highest profit IDR 3,630/bird with comparison in 
scale I IDR 2,546/bird and scale II IDR 3,181/bird. The most efficient of pullet 
farming was in scale III based on the value of BEP, MOS, and R/C ratio, scale III 
has lowest BEP amount IDR 45,234/bird compared scale I IDR 45,904/bird and 
scale III IDR 45,263/bird. The scale III has highest value of MOS and R/C ratio 
amount 3.74%, and 1.080 with comparison 3.30% and 1.055 in scale I, 3.68% and
1.070 in scale II. It was suggested to pullet farming should be increase the 
performance of pullet to get more profitable and efficient of business farm.

Keywords: profitability, efficiency, pullet farming
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SUMMARY

The eggs consumption in Indonesia was increasing, it will increase 
demands in the layer farming and also increase the demands of pullet farming. 
The pullet farming pullet was relatively new business farming in Indonesia. Pullet 
farming was developed because the layer farming want to minimize the risk of 
farming in starter phase. 

The research was done in pullet farming through partnership scheme at 
“Prospek Karyatama” Company in Turen and Gedangan subdistrict Malang 
Regency. “Prospek Karyatama” Company malang was located in Perum Puncak
Buring Indah E4/28, Malang.  Based on the population, the farm scale was 
divided into 3, there were scale 1 amount (7,215 Birds), scale 2(15,143 birds), 
scale 3 (26,000 birds).The objective of the research was to determine the 
profitability and efficiency of business in pullet farming. The profitability can be 
determined by value of production cost, revenue and profit of pullet farming based 
on farm scale. The efficiency of business can be determined by the value of BEP, 
MOS, and R/C ratio of pullet farming based on farm scale.  

The method was used a case study methods. The collecting data was done 
by survey conducted on March 24-31 2015. This was a collecting data by 
interview using a structured questionnaire. The interview with farmer was used as 
primary data and collecting data in “Prospek Karyatama” Company as secondary 
data. There were consisted by scale I (14 farmer), scale II (7 farmer) and scale III 
(2 farmer).

Research found that the total production cost of pullet farming (period) 
based on farm scale were IDR 45,904/bird in scale I, IDR  45,263/bird in scale II, 
and IDR 45,234/bird in scale III. The highest cost was come from feed cost. It was
about 77.67% in scale I, scale II (78.68%), and scale III (78.30%). The total 
revenue of pullet farming (period) based on farm scale were IDR 48,450/bird in 
scale I, IDR 48,445/bird in scale II, and IDR 48,864/bird in scale III. So, the profit 
was obtained was IDR 2,546/bird in scale I, IDR 3,181/bird in scale II, and IDR 
3,630/bird in scale III. The highest of profit in pullet farming was scale III, it was
mean that scale III was most profitable of all farm scale. 

The efficiency of business farm can be determined by the value of BEP, 
MOS, and R/C ratio. The highest value of BEP, MOS, and R/C ratio was in scale 
III amount BEP was IDR 45,234, MOS was 3.74%, and R/C ratio was 1.080
compared than scale I has a value BEP was IDR 45,904, MOS was 3.30%, and 
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R/C ratio was 1.055. Scale II has a value BEP was IDR 45,263, MOS was 3.68%, 
and R/C ratio was 1.070. It was mean that the scale III was most efficient in 
business pullet farming, because the scale III has highest value of MOS and R/C 
ratio of all farm scale.

The research concluded that the most profitable business in pullet farm 
was in scale III (big scale) based on the value of production cost, revenue and 
profit of pullet farming. The scale III had the highest profit (IDR 3,630/bird) in 
comparison with scale I and scale II.  The most efficient of efficient of business in 
pullet farm was in scale III (big scale) based on the value of BEP, MOS, and R/C 
ratio of pullet farming.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Indonesia has population of 247,424,598 peoples in 2014. As the total 

population increases the awareness of people toward nutritious food increases, 

particularly of animal origin. The consumption of animal origin in Indonesia can 

be supplied by eggs or chicken meats. Based on data Gabungan Perusahaan

Pembibitan  Unggas (GPPU) in 2012, the consumption of nationwide chicken 

meats and eggs continues to increase over the last three years. The consumption of 

national carcass in 2010 was 5 kg/capita, 6.2 kg/capita in 2011, and 7.4 kg/capita 

in 2012, while egg consumption in 2010 was 63 kg/capita, 72 kg/capita in 2011, 

and 74 kg/capita in 2012. Based on this situation can be known that livestock into 

a one of economy sector which can be relied upon to increase of farmer welfare.  

Egg is the one of kind livestock product usually was consumed by 

Indonesian. Commonly, people prefer consume eggs because egg’s price is 

cheaper than meats.  Eggs also can be a source of animal protein with complete 

nutrition. The increasing of egg demand make the pullet and layer farm was 

developed. Pullet farming is developed because the layer farmer want to minimize 

risk of farming in starter phase (DOC), so it affect to increasing demand of pullet. 

The development of this farm also makes a large a fluctuation and risk in this 

business. Based on statistic data of Ditjennak (2010) the population of layer in 

Indonesia continues in 2006 to 2010 are: 100,201,556 million birds, 111,488,877 

million birds, 100,201,556 million birds, 107,955,170 million birds, 100,201,556 

million birds, 111,417,637 million birds, 105,210,062 million birds.

The increasing of population was make the agribusiness in this sector 

more developed. This development makes a large fluctuation and risk. The risk is 

begin when the production necessary increase and the final product price 

decrease. This condition make the revenue of farmer can decrease until BEP and 

more over it will get a loss. This unstable agribusiness will affect to the failed 

small scale farmer. To solve this problems it should be applied partnership scheme 

that can give strength and profit to each other (Blessing, 2007). The partnership 
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scheme also used to decrease the risk of small scale failure and expected to a 

precise the amount of infrastructure and increases the price product.

East Java is the biggest population layer farming in Indonesia. Malang

Regency is the one of biggest population layer farming in East Java. The total 

population is about 2,920,857 birds in 2013 or 7,135% of total population of layer 

in East Java (Disnak, 2013). “Prospek Karyatama” Company is a partnership 

scheme business in pullet farming in Malang. The partnership was running in one 

period is 4 months, because to make revenue in pullet farming not too long. Turen 

and Gedangan subdistrict is the biggest population of pullet farmer through 

partnership scheme at “Prospek Karyatama” Company. The total population of 

pullet farming is 23 farmers. The objective of partnership scheme is to earn profit 

together. So, it need a financial analysis of farm business such as profit loss, 

Break Event Point (BEP), Margin of Safety (MOS), and Revenue Cost Ratio 

(R/C) to know the earning maximal revenue in pullet farming. Therefore, the 

research study was entitled Pullet Farming Financial Analysis at “Prospek 

Karyatama” Company Partnership Scheme in Turen and Gedangan subdistrict

Malang Regency. This research has an advantage to make a referable 

development of pullet farming in the future.

1.2 Research Problems

Based on the background, the problems can be formulated as:

1. How many production cost, revenue and profit of pullet farming based on 

farm scale.

2. How is the value of BEP, MOS, and R/C ratio of pullet farming based on 

farm scale.

1.3 Research Objective

The objective of this study are to determine:

1. The profitability of pullet farming based on production cost, revenue and 

profit of farm scale.

2. The efficiency of pullet farming based on value of BEP, MOS, and R/C 

ratio of farm scale.
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1.4 Research Benefit

Benefit is expected from this study are:

1. Give knowledge about financial analysis of farm business based on farm 

scale especially on pullet farming.

2. Give information to farmers in consideration of farm business based on 

farm scale so can earn the objective and maximum profit.

3. As a references to other research on pullet farming.

1.5 Research of Framework

Pullet farming is a business of growing young hen that was carried out by 

individual farmer or partnership scheme farmer. This business was developed 

because there is increasing of demands. The increasing of demands because of the 

layer farmer commonly want to minimize risk of mortality in DOC reared and 

want to get revenue quickly. The business of pullet can be influenced by several 

factors such as profit, loss, BEP, and R/C ratio. The business can be developed if 

there is a capital. Capital is used to demand of production cost. The capital is 

divided into fixed capital and working capital. The fixed capital is a capital was 

not used in once production period and there is a depreciation based on type and 

time, such as land and housings. The working capital is a capital which used in 

once production period. The working capital was consisted by production cost.

The production divided into fixed cost and variable cost. Fixed cost are

consisted by land rent, depreciation of hen house, depreciation of equipment, 

taxes, and interest. Variable cost are consisted by DOC, feeding, medicine, litter, 

electricity, heating, and workers. 

The revenue of pullet farming through partnership scheme was gotten by 

selling of pullet, selling of sack of feed, incentive and bonus from company. 

Based on production cost and revenue can be calculated how many the value of 

profit, BEP, MOS and R/C ratio.

The profit is a parameter in the success of a business economically. The 

higher profit was earned, the more successful business to develop. The profit gets 

from differences between total production cost and revenue.  
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BEP or Break Even Point is a condition when businesses not get a profit 

and not get a loss. It is mean that total revenue is equals to total production cost. 

BEP was divided into BEP price, BEP result and BEP time. BEP price is how 

many minimum price of the pullet/bird to cover the production cost. BEP result is 

how many minimum population of the pullet to cover the production cost. BEP 

time is how long planned business should be able to cover the production cost.

MOS or Margin of Safety is limit of decline in sales that can be tolerated 

to prevent get a loss in business. MOS is differences between target revenue and 

BEP revenue. MOS was divided into margin of safety in amount of revenue and 

amount of percentage.

R/C ratio or return cost ratio a ratio between total revenue and total cost. 

The business can be declared feasibility when the value of R/C ratio is more than 

one. It is mean that the higher value R/C ratio, the greater efficiency of business in 

company. The feasibility business can be developed in farmer, where the 

infeasibility business needs more evaluation to obtain the feasibility of business 

farm. The research of framework can be seen in Figure 1.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Review of Previous Research 

The previous research result by Dacosta (2011) in economic analysis on  

layer farming pullet phase at PT. Farm Lawang village Sidodadi, subdistrict 

Lawang, Regency Malang. The research result show that to business scale of 

pullet farming 5000 birds will be spent cost IDR 188,130,168/period (4 months) 

or IDR 37,626/bird. The total cost was consisted by 6,67% of total production cost 

is fixed cost amount IDR 12,554,168/period and 93,3% of total production cost is 

variable cost amount IDR 175,576,000/period. 

The revenue got from selling of pullet amount IDR 196,520,000/period or 

98,66% from total revenue and selling of feed sacks IDR 2,662,000/period or 

1,34% from total revenue. The tota revenue is IDR 199,182,628/period (4 months) 

or IDR 39,837/bird. Fitrizia, Haryadi and Paramitasari (2010) said that revenues 

of layer farming through partnership scheme get from selling of pullet, feces as 

fertilizer, feed sacks, and compensate of maintenance if the products is better as a 

FCR bonus and mortality bonus. Adding by Candra (2012) revenue get from 

selling of pullet, manure and feed sacks. 

According to Tuffour and Oppong (2013) profit is the difference between 

a total revenue with total cost. Profits or net profit after tax was earned in study 

Dacosta (2011) is IDR 9,946,649 per period or IDR 1,989/bird. The percentage of 

net profit was earned amount 5.28% from total production cost for 5000 birds 

DOC for 16 weeks. 

The value Break Even Point (BEP) results is 4703 bird and BEP price is 

IDR 38,929. The value of R / C ratio is 1.05 for 4 months and the payback period 

is 7.2 period or 28 months. So the research result by Dacosta (2011) in economic 

analysis on  layer farming pullet phase at PT. Farm Lawang village Sidodadi, 

subdistrict Lawang, Regency Malang is feasibility to developed because the value 

of of R / C ratio is 1.05 and the price of pullet is higher than the price of pullet in 

BEP.
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2.2 Review of Theory

2.2.1 Pullet

Pullet farming is a specialized activity where the day-old chicks are 

received from the hatcheries and raised under carefully managed environmental 

and feeding conditions for 16 weeks until the pullets are ready to lay eggs 

(Anonymous, 2014)

Acording to Dacosta (2011) pullet farming is a relative new business for 

breeders in Indonesia. This business is between breeders parent stock with 

breeders final stock of laying hens. The age 1-13 weeks of laying hens will be 

maintained by pulleter and then when the age of 13-16 weeks will be sold to the 

layer farmers. So, the pullet businesses provide a fast track to the layer farmers in 

production of eggs. 

2.2.2 Capital

Capital is goods or equipments which can be used to process of 

production. Capital can be classified based on the source, form, ownership and 

characteristics. Based on the source, capital is divided into two, own capital and 

foreign capital. Based on the ownership, capital is divided into individual and 

community capital (Faiqoh, 2011). Investment and working capital can be cover 

through two sources, sources by own company or out company. The source by 

own companies is capital from investors themselves or collected on the sale of 

share capital. The source by out companies is capital from banks, manufacturers 

of machinery or equipment, and other financial institutions. If the source of funds 

was derived from own company not being able to cover all expenditure items, so 

need to take possibility to obtain funds or capital from out company, both in the 

form of loans banking institutions or other loans from outsiders (Ibrahim, 2009). 

Added by Riyanto (2001) the source of capital from out company need to be 

considered in the level of interest are associated with the ability of the business to 

cover various expenses and payments of installments and repayment of loan, so to 

obtain capital from out company should be considered carefully to keep business 

activity developed continuously.

According to Herman (1996) based on the characteristics capital was 

divided into two, namely: 
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1. The fixed capital, a capital was not used in once production period and 

there is a depreciation based on the type and time, such as land and 

housings. 

2. The working capital, a capital was be used in once production period such 

cash and DOC. 

2.2.3 Production Cost

The production cost is all expenditure in business to obtain production 

factors and other supporting materials that can be used to create planned products 

(Darsono and Ashari, 2005). According to Nirwana (2003) the production cost 

was consisted by two main parts, namely fixed costs and variable costs. Fixed 

costs are amount of cost which not depend on total production, it is mean that the 

costs have to be available even though the production process is not or has not 

done. Variable costs are amount of costs which depends on how many products in 

production. Thus, if there is increasing of amount of product, the variable cost was 

also increased. 

Added by Rahardja and Manurung (2004) Fixed cost is a cost not depend 

on the amount of production, for example, the cost of capital goods, salaries of 

employee, interest, and rent office building. Ibrahim (2009) fixed cost is cost not 

affected by total of production, such as labor cost, depreciation, interest, insurance 

and etc. The variable cost is a cost can be changed depends on volume of 

production (Kusnadi, 2002). Added by Rahardja and Manurung (2004) variable 

cost is a cost depends on total of production such as in cost of raw material. 

Nirwana (2003) said that the total cost is addition of the overall of fixed cost and 

variable costs which can be obtained by the formula: 

TC = FC + VC 

Where:TC = total production cost of pullet farming (IDR/period)

FC = Fixed cost of pullet farming (IDR/period)

VC = Variable cost of pullet farming (IDR/period)
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2.2.4 Revenue 

Revenue is all can be given by a production process (gross farm income) 

or a value of total products in farming in a certain period of time, whether is sold 

or not sold (Ibrahim, 2009). Dacosta (2011) said that revenues of layer farming 

through partnership scheme get from selling of pullet, feces as fertilizer, feed 

sacks, and compensate of maintenance if the products is better as a FCR bonus 

and mortality bonus. Candra (2012) revenue get from selling of eggs, manure and 

feed sacks. The chicken manure is used for plant fertilizer. There is farmers who 

don’t sell manure but was used for sufficient fertilizer by self. There is also 

farmers who use a manure to produce artificial fertilizer. According to Soekartawi

(2002) revenue is obtained by multiplying of total products and price of product. 

The formula of revenue is as follows: 

TR = PqxQ 

Where:TR = Total Revenue of pullet farming (IDR/period)

Pq = Price of Pullet (Bird/period) 

Q = Quantity (Birds/period) 

2.2.5 Profit 

Profit is a main goal in the opening of planned business. The greater profit 

is earned, the more proper business is developed. Based on estimates of 

production planning can be seen in the amount of production which can generate 

maximum profit or loss. Profit is the differences between total revenue and total 

cost (Ibrahim, 2009). Profit is the differences between the revenue with the total 

cost. Profits were going to reach a maximum when the differences in the both are

maximum too. The maximum benefit will be achieved when the difference 

between the revenue and the total cost is the maximum (Sukirno, 2009). Adding 

by Azizah, Kusnoto and Warsito (2013) said that profit is total revenue minus 

total cost. Revenue was not only depend on the total product, but also in total cost 

production. The calculation of profit use formula:

Π = TR-TC 

TR = Total Revenue of pullet farming (IDR/period)

TC = Total Cost of pullet farming (IDR/period)
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2.2.6 Break Even Point 

Acording to Istanto, Supardi and Wahyuningsih (2010) BEP is a condition 

when the company didn’t get a profit and also didn’t get a loss. That is on 

condition when revenue is equals to production costs. Break Even Point (BEP) is 

a technical analysis of the corelation between fixed costs, variable costs, profits, 

and volume sales. BEP is a measurement of the real capacity in processing raw 

materials into the output, and generate the revenue equals to total cost 

(Soekartawi, 2002). According to Ibrahim (2009) break even point is a production 

level where total revenue equals to total cost (TR = TC). BEP level can be divided 

into 3 parts:

a. BEP level in the number of production, to determine the minimal amount 

of production to cover the production cost. 

b. BEP level in terms of time, it is mean that to know how long planned 

business should be able to cover production costs. 

c. BEP in price product, to determine the minimal price of production to 

cover the production cost. 

BEP can be calculated use formula as follows:

BEP (price) = 
		? ? ?? ?	? ? ??

? ? ? ? ???? 	? ?	? ?? ? ? ??

BEP (result) = 
		? ? ?? ?	? ? ??

?? ???? ? 	? ????

2.2.7 Margin of Safety 

Margin of Safety (MOS) is a number in differences between the volumes

of planned sales with the volume of sales during the BEP. Margin of Safety 

(MOS) can describe the limits if the sales is reduced over the limit then the 

business will get a loss, but if sales does not over the limit will get a profit. 

Margin of Safety (MOS) provide a information on how much the decline in 

volume of sales that can be accepted to prevent get a loss in company (Munawir, 

2002). Margin of Safety (MOS) is a number in difference between the target sales 

with the total of sales BEP. MOS can described that if sales is reduced exceed the 
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distance limit then the business will get a loss, and if the sale does not exceed the 

limit of the distance it will obtain profits. The companies that have large MOS is 

better than the companies that have a low MOS, because Margin of Safety is 

indication of what the decline in sales that can be tolerated so that the company 

not get a loss, but also not has a profit Syamsuddin (2009) formulate MOS as 

follows: 

MOS (IDR) =
			? ?? ? ??? ? 	?? ? ? ? ? ?

? ? ? 	?? ? ? ? ? ?

MOS (%) = 
			? ? ? 	(?? ? )

? ?? ? ??? ? 	?? ? ? ? ? ? 		x 100%  

         

2.2.8 R / C Ratio 

Return Cost Ratio (R / C ratio) is the ratio between revenue and costs. The 

business can be declared feasibility or still in the level of efficiency when the 

number of R / C ratio is more than one, it is means that the same revenue higher 

than the total cost, the higher number of R / C ratio, the greater the level of 

efficiency business in company (Candra, 2012 ). R / C ratio aims to measure the 

efficiency of inputs and outputs, by calculating the ratio between total revenue 

with total costs (Soekartawi, 2006). 

The value of R/C ratio show that amount of revenue earned for each rupiah 

spent to produce in the business. Value of R/C ratio is strongly influenced by the 

revenue and the total cost in business farm, if the value of R/C ratio > 1, then the 

business is "efficient". If the value of R/C ratio <1, then the business "inefficient". 

If the value of R/C ratio = 1, so this business in a "break even" or are in a state of 

Break Even Point (Soekartawi, 2006). Syamsuddin (2009) formulate the R / C 

ratio as follows: 

RC ratio = 
			? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? ? ??
 If the value of the RC ratio <1 = the business get a loss

 If the value of the RC ratio = 1 = the business in breakeven point 

(no profit no loss) 

 If the value of the RC ratio > 1 = the business get a profit
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Location and time 

The study was conducted in Turen and Gedangan subdistrict, Malang 

Regency, East Java. Selection of study sites was done by intentionally (purposive 

sampling) with consideration that Malang is one of the biggest population of layer 

farming in East Java amount 2,920,857 birds. Turen and Gedangan are one of the 

biggest population of pullet farmer through partnership scheme at “Prospek 

Karyatama” Company in Malang Regency. The total population of pullet farmer 

in Turen and Gedangan subdistrict is about 23 pullet farming or 23,5% of total 

pullet farming through partnership scheme at “Prospek Karyatama” Company

Malang. The collecting data was conducted from 24th until to 31st March 2015.

3.2 Methodology 

The method was used a case study methods. Case study is an intensive 

observation to get information in a organization, institution or specific location 

(Arikunto, 2006). This case study was conducted in Malang that perhaps has

different result in other place. Object of this study is 23 pullet farming through 

partnership scheme at “Prospek Karyatama” Company in Turen and Gedangan

subdistrict, Malang Regency. The reason for choosing the object of this study 

because pullet is relatively a new business farming in Indonesia and area 4 (turen 

and Gedangan subdistrict) is one of the biggest population of pullet farming 

through partnership  scheme at “Prospek Karyatama” Company in Malang 

Regency. 

Sampling was done by using two methods: the method of purposive 

sampling and total sampling. Purposive sampling is a sampling intentionally for 

purposes of research. The process of data collection was done in the 23 pullet 

farming through partnership scheme at “Prospek Karyatama” Company. 

Data were collected by interviews using a structured questionnaire as a 

primary data. The interview is a method of data collection with the question and 

answer unilateral was done systematically, based on the purpose of research. The 
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data was collected into primary data and secondary data. The primary data was 

obtained by direct observation in the object of research and interviews with 

farmers with a list of the question that had prepared before, while the secondary 

data was obtained from the office of “Prospek Karyatama” Company in 

Kedungkandang subdistrict, Malang.

The respondent was done by this following diagram.

Stage 1 Purposive sampling

Stage 2

Stage 3

Figure 2. Flow chart sampling frame of respondent

Stage 1:Turen and Gedangan subdistrict was chosen by purposive sampling 

method with consideration that Turen is the biggest population of pullet 

farming through partnership scheme at “Prospek Karyatama” Company

in Malang Regency. 

Stage 2: The respondent was gotten by total respondent of pullet farming through 

partnership scheme at “Prospek Karyatama” Company in Malang 

Regency. The total respondent is 23 pullet farming.

Stage 3: The respondent was done by stratification. The respondent was divided 

into several scale based on population farm scale.

23 Pullet farming trough partnership 
scheme at  “Prospek Karyatama” 

company

Turen and Gedangan 
subdistrict

Malang Regency

Farm scale

98 farmer trough 
partnership 
scheme

Total sampling

23 farmer or 23.7% 
of total farmer

Stratification
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According to Sudjana (2003) Respondent was divided into 3 business 

scale based on total population of livestock. The determination of distribution 

limit with the length of same class, it is mean that the length of biggest data less 

the smallest data then divisible with total of scale. The determination of 

respondent can be done by this following formula:

Interval class = X – Y

      Z                     

Where: X = the total of biggest population farming

Y = the total of smallest population farming

Z = total class (scale)

Interval class = X – Y = 27.000 – 4.000 = 7.667 birds

       Z       2

Based on the interval class, the pullet farmer was divided into 3 farming scale 

based on the total population of pullet, the farming scale are: 

Scale 1 = total population 4.000 to 11.667 birds (14 farmer)

Scale 2 = total population >11.667 to 23.335 birds (7 farmer)

Scale 3 = total population >23.335 birds (2 farmer)

3.3 Data Analysis 

This study used a descriptive analysis of the data, according to 

Wisardirana (2005) the descriptive analysis is the using of tables of number 

provided such as come from revenues, income, capital, then do the descriptions 

and calculations of data using the economic formula in accordance with the 

objectives of research so will be found realistic description from the research. The 

formula was used in this analysis as follows: 

3.3.1 Total Production Cost

The calculation of total cost using the formula: (Noor, 2008) 

TC = FC + VC 

TC = Total production cost of pullet farming (IDR / period)

FC = Fixed cost of pullet farming (IDR / period) 

VC = Variable cost of pullet farming (IDR / period) 
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3.3.2 Total Revenue

The calculation of total revenue using the formula: (Noor, 2008) 

TR = Pq x Q 

TR = Total revenue of pullet farming

Pq  = Price of pullet (Birds/period) 

Q   = Quantity (Birds/period) 

3.3.3 Depreciation 

The calculation of depreciation using formula as follow:

The formula: D = initial price – salvage price

        Technical age

Where:

D     = Depreciation

Initial price     = The first value of investment (IDR) 

Valuable price    = The final value of residues (IDR) 

3.3.4 Profit 

The profit calculation using the formula: (Sunaryo, 2001) 

Π = TR-TC 

TR = Total Revenue of Pullet Farming (IDR / period) 

TC = Total Production Cost of Pullet Farming (IDR / period)

3.3.5 BEP

The BEP calculation using the formula: (Syamsuddin, 2009)  

BEP (price) =  total production cost

Amount of product

BEP (result) = total production cost

      selling price 
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3.3.6 MOS

The MOS calculation using the formula: (Syamsuddin, 2009) 

MOS (IDR) = target revenue of pullet farming

          BEP revenue of pullet farming

MOS (%) =           MOS (IDR)                  x 100%   

        Target revenue of pullet farming

3.4 Operational definition 

1. Pullet is a young hen age 1-16 weeks old.

2. Financial analysis is an analysis to calculate the capital, production cost, 

revenue, profit, BEP, MOS, and R/C ratio in pullet farming.

3. Capital is goods or money or factors of production such as land and labor 

to produce new products 

4. The fixed capital is a capital was not used in once production period.

5. The working capital, a capital was be used in once production period such 

as buy DOC, feed, vaccine and medicine.  

6. The total cost is a value cost of farming production includes fixed costs 

and variable costs. 

7. Revenue is obtained by selling of pullet, selling of feed sacks, and bonus 

from the company

8. Profit is the differences between total revenue and total cost

9. BEP is a production level where total revenue equals to total cost

10. Margin of Safety (MOS) is a number in difference between the target sales 

with the total of sales BEP.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Characteristics of Research Location

Turen subdistrict was located in 112o39’85″-112°44’77″ longitude east 

and 8°07’73″–8°13’53″ southern latitude. Turen was one of 33 District in Malang, 

was located +16 km from east of the Malang Regency (Kepanjen) and +26 km 

from south of the Malang city. The wide of Turen subdistrict is 10,914 Ha. The 

total population in Turen was consisted by 55,904 (49.42%) population of man 

and 57,216 (50.58%) population of woman. The density of population was 1,778

human/ km². The boundaries of Turen subdistrict are north side borders with

Wajak and Bululawang subdistrict, south side border with Sumbermanjing Wetan 

subdistrict, east side border with Wajak and Dampit subdistrict, and west side 

border with Gondanglegi and Pagelaran subdistrict.

Gedangan subdistrict was located in 112°35’21″– 112°39’45″ longitude 

east and 8°14’48″ – 8°22’31″ southern latitude. The wide of Gedangan

subdistrict is 130.55 km² or 4.38% wide of Malang. The total population in Turen 

was consisted by 28,837 (51.12%) population of man and 27,573 (48.88%) 

population of woman. The density of population was 431 human/ km². The 

boundaries of Gedangan subdistrict are north side borders with Pagelaran 

subdistrict, south side border with Indies ocean, east side border with 

Sumbermanjing Wetan subdistrict, and west side border with Bantur subdistrict.

The types of structure soils in Turen and Gedangan subdistrict is pesofilik 

soils, and the topography in Turen and Gedangan subdistrict are mostly land with 

altitude of +300-460 meter from the sea level, with inclination <15% and flat 

85%. The average rainfall was 1,419 mm per year. Turen and Gedangan 

subdistrict is agricultural area with potency of development of farming, planting, 

industrial and crasftman. For the detail area of Turen and Gedangan subdistricts 

can be seen in the Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The map of Turen and Gedangan subdistrict

4.2 Profile of “Prospek Karyatama” Company

“Prospek Karyatama” Company, Malang is a branch of the company 

“Prospek Karyatama” and under licensed by “Charoen Pokphand” Company

Indonesia.  “Prospek Karyatama” Company Malang may also be called as a 

consumer of the Hatchery and Feed mill of “Charoen Pokphand” Company,

because resell the products (feed and DOC) to pullet farmers through partnerships 

scheme. “Prospek Karyatama” Company Malang is a company specialized in the 

breading of pullet in the farmers through partnership, where the “Prospek 

Karyatama” Company Malang as nucleus and the farmers as plasma.

“Prospek Karyatama” Company began operating the business on February 

2002 in Malang Regency with initial population of pullet 30,000 birds at 3 plasma 

farmers. Then in December 2005 had population about 300,000 birds, in 2006 had 

a population about 450,000 birds, and in 2012 up to now has 1.3 million 

populations with the number of pullet farmer about 98 farmer through partnership 

scheme at “Propek Karyatama” Company. Based on the total population of pullet

and subdistrict the pullet farming were divided into 5 areas. For the detail area of 

pullet farming through partnership scheme at “Prospek Karyatama” Company can 

be seen in Table 1.
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Table 1. Area of pullet farming trough partnership “Prospek Karyatama”
Company in Malang Regency

Areas Subdistricts

1 Dampit, Tirtoyadu, Ampel Gading

2 Wajak, Poncokusumo, Tajinan, Bululawang

3 Gondang Legi, Ngajum

4 Turen, Gedangan

5 Sumber Pucung, Kalipare,Selorejo

“Prospek Karyatama” Company Malang was carrying out of activities 

follow the principle of partnership scehme at nucleus plasma, so that with 

“Prospek Karyatama” Company Malang the economic prosperity and business 

activities of farmers and employees can continue developed. This is accordance to 

Dewanto (2005) partnership scheme which connected the nucleus plasma have a 

strength of economy because the partnership scheme can overcome funding 

constrain and quality of products in farmers. Adding by Santoso (2009) the 

partnership scheme was developed to give benefit and profit in farming as small 

economic business. Sumardjo, Sulaksana and Darmono (2004) the advantages of 

partnership scheme are establish dependence and get profit each other, increase 

business activities as well as to encourage economical development. So, with the 

partnership scheme the farmer who underfunded to build business farm can join to 

partnership scheme at “Prospek Karyatama” Company Malang who capable to 

give feed of pullet and pay in the ingathering. It is mean that partnership scheme 

can make this business farm easier and the company assures of fluency selling of 

pullet.

The activities of partnership scheme at “Prospek Karyatama” Company

Malang was divided into 3 activities: 1) the supply of livestock infrastructure such 

as DOC, feed, vitamin and medicine, 2) maintenance of pullet, 3) marketing of 

pullet. The nucleus company is responsible for the supply of livestock 

infrastructure and marketing of products (life pullet), while the plasma is 

responsible in the breeding process to produce a qualified pullet and also the 

farmer have to provide a housing, labor, equipment and operational costs. This is 
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in accordance with Ismail (2003) The partnership scheme, company give supply 

of DOC, feed, medicine, vaccine and the plasma farmer provide housing, 

equipment, labor electricity, water and litter.

As a company, the organizational structure is needed because it has a 

correlation to the performance of the company. The organizational structure was 

used to create professional working system in the company. The detail of 

organizational structure “Prospek Karyatama” Company Malang can be seen in

the Figure 4 and the position and duties of employees at “Prospek Karyatama” 

Company Malang can be seen in the Table 2.

Table 2. The position and duties of employees at “Prospek Karyatama” Company
Malang

No. Position Job Description

1. Area Head 
Manager

a. Responsible for the development of the company and report periodically 
the condition of company

2. BranchHead 
Manager

a. Making the company’s budget
b. Setting the population capacity
c. Responsible to company performance
d. Checking the breeding report from Technical service
e. Checking the report of performance from administration
f. Control the market price was conducted by marketing

3. Admin of 
Marketing

a. Selling the ready harvest pullet was reported by Technical service
b. Making an invoice and surat jalan
c. Making process of P4 (receiving and calculating credit of plasma)
d. Coordinating with Technical service make a harvest report

4. Admin of 
Production

a. Make and report of order medicine, vaccine, vitamin, feed and DOC
b. Make a schedule of setting DOC
e. Providing of checking P4 (receiving and calculating credit of plasma)
c. Input of performance report

5. Technical 
Service

a. Make a report of pullet stock
b. Make a pullet report
c. Make a plan of order DOC, feed, vitamin, vaccine and medicine
d. Make a plan of harvesting time
e. Providing of guidance and counseling to the plasma farmer

6. Head Flock a. Assist the job desk of Technical service in the plasma
b. Control the maintenance of pullet in plasma weekly
c. Do vaccination with vaccinator
d. Control the health of pullet
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4.3 Mechanism of cooperation between farmer and “Prospek Karyatama”

Company Malang
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As the nucleus in partnership scheme “Prospek Karyatama” Company

have to give guidance to the plasma farmer, such as: supply DOC, supply feed, 

supply vaccine and medicine, control the maintenance of pullet and handle the 

harvesting and marketing of pullet. This is in line with Mahyudi, Suryahadi, and 

Saleh (2010) company as nucleus provided of supply DOC, feed, vitamin, 

medicine, and determine of contract prices include final product prices and credit 

of farmer which pay in the harvesting time. Roghib (2004) the company obliged 

to providing of supply infrastructure in the farm and guidance about the breeding 

to the farmer. 

The implementation of partnership scheme has done if the both of the 

nucleus and plasma agree to do cooperation with the letter of partnership. 

Dewanto (2005) the partnership often done is a standard agreement or raw, where 

the plasma farmers do not have the freedom to negotiate the content of the 

agreement. Before signing contract the plasma farmer have to establish 

cooperation with the company until the nucleus company visit to the plasma and 

give guidance and explanation about infrastructure. The procedural of partnership 

scheme for the plasma can be seen in the Figure 5.

Figure 5. Flow chart the procedural of partnership scheme for the plasma farmer

1. Plasma register as member of partnership

Register as 
member 

plasma farmer

Survey 
location of 

plasma farmer

The 
arrangement 
of collateral

Visit plasma 
farmer

Signing of 
contract
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The candidates of plasma at “Propek Karyatama” Company Malang have 

to enroll as member and fill the requirements were given by the company. 

The requirement as member such as plasma capable of provide a housing

with a minimum capacity of 4000 birds, provide the labor, electricity, 

equipment and storage room. The location of the housing is not located in 

other branches of “Prospek Karyatama” Company and can be passed by 

vehicle with a minimum capacity of 7.5 ton. Plasma will be providing

collateral in the certificate (land, house, shop, and etc). This is in 

accordance with  Mahyudi,et al (2010) the types of systems in the nucleus 

plasma partnership is plasma provides a breeder housing, litter, gas, 

electricity, labor and manage the maintenance of chickens.

2. The nucleus company surveys the location and housing

The nucleus companies surveys the location of housing and give an 

agreement if the location of the housing is not located in other branches of 

“Prospek Karyatama” Company, there is water, electricity, not too far with 

settlement, the land was not involved in the dispute and can be passed by a

vehicle with minimum capacity of 7.5 ton. The requirement of housing in 

plasma farmer will be survey by technical service.

3. The arrangement of collateral

The candidates of plasma at “Propek Karyatama” Company Malang have 

to give collateral for credit. The collateral are lands certificate, house 

certificate, rice fields certificate and others that have been approved by the 

local district authorities in Turen and Gedangan subdistrict, Malang. The 

certificate was used as collateral should not be in dispute.

4. Signing of contract

The agreement of contract in partnership scheme was done by filling and 

signing the form of contract. The signing of contract on the stamp have to 

attendance by witness. There is a rule what the deserve and obligation 

between nucleus company and plasma farmer, so the farmer and company 

knowing the rules in partnership scheme.

5. Visit to farmer
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The visit is aimed to observe the suitable of location farm. The visit was 

done by Technical Service (TS). TS guide and explain about DOC order, 

feed and medicine order.

4.4 Profile of plasma farmer

The characteristics of farmer will show condition of carrying out the pullet 

farming. The characteristic of farmer was divided into age, education level, 

experience, total of family, and job. That is all main element in how farmer can 

manage the business farm. Soekartawi (1995) the management factor was 

influenced by age, education level, experience, total of family and job.

4.4.1 Farmer’s age

The farmer’s ages are influenced factor in performing all activities of 

farming.  As we known, most of the farms need physical strength, because most 

of the activities of farming need manpower.  The characteristics of the agricultural 

business in Indonesia are commonly carrying out by human power, and the 

physical strength is always related with age.  Age will be affect productivity of 

farmers.  The age of farmers can be seen in the Figure 6.

Figure 6. The age of pullet farmer 

Figure 6 showed that almost 97% of respondents were productive age.  

Respondents aged 20-42 years old in scale I II, and III, respectively 43%, 0% and 
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0%, respondents aged 43-64 years old scale I II, and III, respectively 50%, 100% 

and 100%, while respondents aged >64 years old in scale I II, and III, respectively 

7%, 0% and 0%. It indicates that the age greatly affect to physical strength and 

knowledge because in the business farm need more manpower to maintenance of 

livestock. At the productive of age, the farmer can think ahead to adopt new 

innovations that can improve the productivity of businesses and farmers are still 

physically able to expand of business farm. Adding by Soekartawi (2005) 

productive ages will affect to optimize of management in farming, so the farmers 

can increase the production and revenue in the farming.  Productive age is the age 

when a person is able to carry out productive activities efficiently, so can earn 

income.  Productive age ranged from 15 years old to 64 years old  and non-

productive age is the age before 15 years old and after 64 years old (CBS, 1996). 

Overall in the Figure 6 showed that most pullet farmers are still productive in 

energy, ideas and experience to manage a business farm so have opportunity to 

develop their business and compete with other farmers to improve the quality and 

quantity of pullet.

4.4.2 Farmer’s education

The quality of Human Resources (HR) greatly affects the productivity of a 

business, the quality of human resource as high as in the productivity achieved.  

The quality of human resources depends on the quality of education.  Education 

will change people's behavior in line with developments as individuals, because 

education give the foundation to be able to increase the power of thought and be 

able to access information and opportunity, an opportunity to move towards in 

prosperity. Education is a facilitating factor in the business farm.  Education is a 

medium to improve the quality of farmer.  The role in rural areas is to reduce the 

influence of beliefs and traditions in area that may impede the process of 

development in business farm.  Education instills new values that will change the 

behavior in the population to move towards repairing of life. Education, skill, and 

knowledge is a collateral to get prosperity. The education of farmers can be seen 

in the Figure 7.
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Figure 7. The education of pullet farmer

In the Figure 7 showed that each farm scale was educated in elementary

school, junior high school, and senior high school. Even there was a farmer

undergraduate in scale I. The highest of education level in all of scale was senior 

high school. The highest education level in senior high school was in scale II 

amount 71.4% compared in scale I only 64.3% and scale III 50%. The high levels 

of education will make the farmer is able to absorb the information easily, because 

the farmers have greater insight.  Education is used as an indicator of the ease of 

someone adopting a technology and information. Education can improve the 

ability of the farmers to increase prosperity. This is in line with Sunarto (2006) 

education is an important indication to determine the successful of business farm, 

because with education farmers can easy to adopt knowledge and technology so 

can be implemented in the farming well.

4.4.3 Farmer’s Job

The household economy activities was diversified in rural, as well as in 

the one household may have a different job.  The primary job is a livelihood need 

more time than secondary job, because in secondary job was controlled by the 

farmer at any time if the rest of working. The pullet farmer by type of work can be 

seen in the Figure 8.
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Figure 8. The type of job in pullet farmer 

The Figure 8 showed that the highest respondents make pullet farming as a 

primary job is in the scale III, because 100% of total pullet farming in scale III 

make pullet farming as primary job compared in scale II only 21% and scale II

86%. The graph showed that the pullet farming as a primary job was considered to 

provide a high enough profit in a short period of time. Then the highest pullet 

farming as secondary job is in scale I amount 79% compared in scale II 14% and 

scale III 0%.  The pullet farming as a secondary was aimed to increase the family 

income apart from the primary job.

4.4.4 Farmer’s Experience

The length of farming is related closely to how much experience in 

conducting a business farm. The length of farming is an experience that can be 

taken advantage so help farmers carrying out its business farm, as long carry out 

the business farm, will grain more the experience. And the length experience of 

pullet farming can be seen in the Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. The experience of pullet farming

The research result on the Figure 9 showed that experience pullet farming 

in Turen and Gedangan subdistrict was divided into two: 1-5 years experience and 

6-10 years experience. The highest long experience 1-5 years is in scale II amount 

57.1% from total respondents in scale II compared scale I only 42.8% and scale

III 0%. While the highest long experience 6-10 years is in scale III amount 100% 

of total respondents in scale III compared in scale I 57.2%, and scale II 42.9%.  

In the all of farm scale the number of respondents with experience of 

pullet farming at 6-10 year old is more than 40%. It is mean that enthusiasts to 

pullet farming through partnership scheme at “Prospek Karyatama” Company, 

Malang in Turen and Gedangan subdistrict, Malang Regency unfortunate year to 

year increased.

4.5 Capital

Capital is the most important factor in the business farm.  The research 

results in pullet farming through partnership scheme at “Prospek Karyatama”

Company, Malang, capital was divided into two: fixed capital and working

capital.  The fixed capital is capital that is not exhausted in one production period.  

The fixed capital  in pullet farming was consisted by cost of making the housing, 

the purchase of equipment housing (feeder, nipple, light, gasolek) vehicle, and 

salary. 

The variable capital is capital was used in one production period. The 

variable capital was consisted by purchase of DOC, feed, vaccine and medicine, 

LPG, electricity, salary, and litter. The working capital in the purchase of DOC, 
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feed, vitamin, vaccine and medicines was derived from the company where the 

nucleus company have to providing infrastructure to plasma farmers who. And the 

other of working capital was derived from its own capital of farmer. The detail 

fixed and variable cost of pullet farming through partnership scheme at “Prospek 

Karyatama” Company, Malang can be seen in Table 3.

Table 3. The capital of pullet farming (period)

*∑scale I= 7,215 birds, ∑scale II= 15,143 birds, ∑scale III= 26,000 birds 

Source: Primary data (2015).

According to Table 3, the biggest fixed capital come from scale III, its 

about IDR 637,450,000 compared in scale I (IDR 287,232,142) and scale II (IDR 

362,442,857). The variable affected fixed capital mostly from land amount 

62.75% in scale III, Scale II (55.18%) and scale I (51.48%).  The second variable 

affecting on fixed capital was housing, amount IDR 84,285,714 (29.34%) in scale 

I, IDR 94,285,714 (26.01%) in scale II, and IDR 115.000.000 (18.04%) in scale 

III. The differences of land and housing were affected by the amount of pullet that 

reared in that area.

The small-scale farmers (scale I) with an average of maintenance 7,215 

birds spending working capital in one period was IDR 331,199,374. The medium 

scale farmers (scale II) with an average of maintenance 15,143 birds spending 

working capital in one period was IDR 685,424,511. The big scale farmers (scale

Statement

I. Fixed capital IDR/farm IDR/bird % IDR/farm IDR/bird % IDR/farm IDR/bird %

Lands 147,857,143 20,493   51.48 200,000,000 13,207    55.18     400,000,000 15,385   62.75      

Building 84,285,714 11,682   29.34 94,285,714 6,226      26.01     115,000,000 4,423     18.04      

Feeder 10,392,857 1,440     3.62 16,000,000 1,057      4.41       20,000,000 769        3.14        

Nipple 7,107,143 985        2.47 11,142,857 736         3.07       12,500,000 481        1.96        

Genset 267,857 37          0.09 371,429 25           0.10       650,000 25          0.10        

Watertorn 892,857 124        0.31 1,357,143 90           0.37       1,800,000 69          0.28        

Vehicle (motor and car) 36,428,571 5,049     12.68 39,285,714 2,594      10.84     87,500,000 3,365     13.73      

Total Fixed Capital 287,232,142 39,810   100.00   362,442,857 23,935 100.00   637,450,000 24,517   100.00    

Fixed Cost 10,207,880       1,415     3.08       14,092,286         930.61386 2.055994 26,478,333        1,018     2.25        

Variable Cost 320,991,494     44,489   96.92     671332225 44,333    97.94401 1149608950 44,216   97.75      
Total Working Capital 331,199,374     45,904   100.00   685,424,511       45,263    100.00   1176087283 45,234   100.00    
Total  Capital 618,431,516 85,715 1,047,867,368 69,198 1,813,537,283 69,751

II. Working capital

Scale I Scale II Scale III
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III) with an average of maintenance 26,000 birds spending working capital in one 

period was IDR 1,176,087,283. The working capital was consisted by fixed cost 

and variable cost. The fixed cost was divided by land rents, depreciation, salary, 

and tax. The variable cost was divided by DOC, feed, vaccine, heating, electricity, 

energy (petroel), litter, and wages. 

Based on Table 3 showed that the highest capital per farm is in scale III

amount IDR 1,813,537,283 compared scale II only IDR 1,047,867,368 and scale I 

IDR 618,431,516. It is mean that the amount of capital is affected by the farm 

scale. The greater of the farm scale, the greater of the capital needed in the pullet 

farming. According to Nikmat (2004) not all capital was used to earn profit in one 

period, there are some capital will be used to acquire profits in the future, such as 

housings, machinery, office equipment, and other fixed assets.

4.6. Revenue 

Revenue of pullet farming in Turen and Gedangan subdistrict was 

consisted by selling of pullet, selling sack of feed, manure and bonus from selling 

company. For the detail revenue of pullet farming can be seen in Table 4.

Table 4. The revenue of pullet Farming (period)

Source: Primary data (2015)

Table 4 showed that the greater of the farm scale, the greater of the 

revenue that would be obtained.  The highest revenue per farm is scale III amount 

IDR 1,270,468,726 compared scale I only IDR 349,566,021 and scale II IDR 

733,600,989. The highest revenue in each scale is a percentage of selling pullet, 

because pullet is the main product was produced at this farming.  The other 

revenue was gotten by selling of feed sack, manure and bonus from company.

Statements
I. Revenue IDR/farm IDR/bird % IDR/farm IDR/bird % IDR/farm IDR/bird %
1. selling pullet 340,670,763 47,217 97.46   714,694,750 47,196 97.42    1,230,511,100  47,327 96.85    
2. Feed sack          649,286 90 0.19            1,399,857 92 0.19      3,784,750         146 0.30      
3. Manure 789,286        109 0.23            1,519,571 100 0.21      2,637,500         101 0.21      
4. Bonus 7,456,686     1,033 2.13     15,986,810   1,056 2.18      33,535,376       1,290 2.64      
Total revenue 349,566,021 48,450 100.00 733,600,989 48,445 100.00  1,270,468,726  48,864 100.00  

scale I scale II scale III
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This is in line with Fitrizia, et al (2010) revenues of  layer farming through 

partnership schemes was gotten by selling chickens, feces as fertilizer, feed sacks, 

and compensate of maintenance if the products reach target usually in FCR bonus 

and mortality bonus.

Table 4 showed that the highest bonus per period was in scale III amount 

2.51% in period 1 and 2.76% period 2 compared in scale I (2.03% period 1, 

2.19%) and scale II (2.19% period 1, 2.05% period 2). It is mean that bonus was 

affected by farm scale, because the calculation of bonus was multiply with total 

population of pullet. Bonus from the company was divided into bonus of body 

weight targets and bonus of feed efficiency.  Table of target of body weight and 

feed efficiency in bonus can be seen in this following table.

Table 5. The bonus of body weight

No. Target Body Weight (grams) Bonus (IDR/Bird)
1. 1320 380
2. 1340 400
3. >1350 450
Source: Primary data (2015)

Bonus of body weight is get from because the plasma farmer has reached 

the target of body weight of pullet. Target body weight of pullet in partnership 

scheme at “Prospek Karyatama” Company is more than 1300 gram with the detail 

bonus is if the body weight reached 1320 gram/bird so will get bonus IDR 

380/bird, 1340 gram/bird get IDR 400/bird and if body weight >1350 gram/bird 

will get IDR 450/bird.

Table 6. The bonus of feed efficiency

No. Feed Age 
(weeks)

Feed Consumption 
(kg)

Price of Feed 
(IDR/kg)

1. Starter SB20M 1-5 1 7,200
2. Grower SB21M 5-11 2 6,950
3. Pre-layer SB22M 11-11 2.4 6,350

Source: Primary data (2015)

Bonus of feed efficiency is a bonus in fresh money was given by the nucleus 

company to the plasma farmers because the farmers can use feed less than standard 

from company. The formula of Bonus feed efficiency is feed efficiency (kg) multiply 

with price of feed (IDR) and multiply with total population (birds). The detail bonus 

from company can be seen in the Appendix 9. 
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4.7. Production costs

The production costs in pullet farming divided to fixed costs and variable 

costs.  Fixed cost is cost not influenced by the volume of production, so that how 

much the volume of production will not affect to the total fixed costs.  The fixed 

costs was consisted by land rents, taxes, salaries of employees, depreciation of 

purchased equipment, depreciation of housing, and depreciation of vehicle.

Variable cost is cost that changing constantly based on changes in volume 

of production.  Variable cost was used to finance the production process, where 

the total cost depends on the volume of production. The variable cost was 

consisted by purchase of DOC, feed, vitamins, vaccine, medicines, electricity, gas, 

heating, salary of daily labor and harvesting.  Variable cost is different from one 

farmer to another farmer because the number of business scale and production 

quantities in one period of production also different. For the detail production cost 

in pullet farming can be seen in Table 5.

Table 7 showed that total cost in pullet farming through partnership 

scheme at “Prospek Karyatama” Company Malang in Turen and Gedangan

subdistrict was different in each scale.  The total production cost per farm was 

affected by farm scale.  The greater of the farm scale, the greater of the cost 

needed in the pullet farming. So, the highest cost per farm is in scale III amount 

IDR 1,176,087,283/farm/period compared in scale I IDR 331,199,374/farm/period

and scale II IDR 684,424,511/farm/period. But if seen by production cost/bird the 

lowest production cost in pullet farming is in scale III IDR 45,192/bird (97.75%) 

compared in scale I IDR 45,848/bird (96.92%) and scale II IDR 45,226/bird 

(97.94%). It is mean that in scale II pullet farming can use production cost 

efficiently.

Almost >96% of the total production cost in the third scale is variable 

costs where the feed cost is dominant. The feed cost is most affected cost in pullet 

farming so if the greater of feed cost, the greater of production cost expended. The 

lowest of feed cost is in scale III amount IDR 35,417/bird (78.30%) compared in 

scale I 35,654/bird (77.67%) and scale II 35,612/bird (78.68%). This is in line 
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with Destiana (2010), the production cost in farming was affected by almost 70% 

of feed cost. 
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Table 7. The profit loss statement in pullet farming

Source: Primary data (2015)

Statements
I. Revenue IDR/farm IDR/bird % IDR/farm IDR/bird % IDR/farm IDR/bird %
1. selling pullet 340,670,763 47,217 97.46   714,694,750 47,196 97.42    1,230,511,100  47,327 96.85    
2. Feed sack          649,286 90 0.19            1,399,857 92 0.19      3,784,750         146 0.30      
3. Manure 789,286        109 0.23            1,519,571 100 0.21      2,637,500         101 0.21      
4. Bonus 7,456,686     1,033 2.13     15,986,810   1,056 2.18      33,535,376       1,290 2.64      
Total revenue 349,566,021 48,450 100.00 733,600,989 48,445 100.00  1,270,468,726  48,864 100.00  
II. Production cost
Fixed Cost
1. Lands rents 1,428,571     198 0.43     2,000,000 132 0.29      5,500,000 212 0.47      
2. Depreciation 3,475,024     482 1.05            3,785,143 250 0.55                 5,418,333 208 0.46      
3. Salary 5,285,714     733 1.60     8,285,714 547 1.21      15,500,000 596 1.32      

4. Tax 18,571          3 0.01     21,429 1 0.00      60,000 2 0.01      
Total Fixed Cost 10,207,880   1,415 3.08     14,092,286 931 2.06      26,478,333 1,018 2.25      
Variable Cost
1.DOC 36,071,429   5,000 10.89   75,714,286 5,000 11.05    130,000,000 5,000 11.05    
2. Feed 257,243,625 35,654 77.67   539,265,107 35,612 78.68    920,837,000 35,417 78.30    
3. Vaccine 22,234,188   3,082 6.71     47,626,304 3,145 6.95      81,275,000 3,126 6.91      
4. Heating 1,462,411     203 0.44     2,824,714 187 0.41      4,748,250 183 0.40      
5. Energy (Petrol) 403,971        56 0.12     571428.5714 38 0.08      1098800 42 0.09      
6. Electricity 106,607        15 0.03     181,786 12 0.03      375,000 14 0.03      
7.  Litter 1,657,143     230 0.50     2,400,000 158 0.35      7,750,000 298 0.66      
8. Wages 1,812,120     251 0.55     2,748,600 182 0.40      3,524,900 136 0.30      
Total variable cost 320,991,494 44,489 96.92   671,332,225 44,333 97.94    1,149,608,950 44,216 97.75    
TOTAL COST 331,199,374 45,904 100.00 685,424,511 45,263 100.00  1,176,087,283 45,234 100.00  
III. Profit (I-II) 18,366,647   2,546   48,176,478   3,181   94,381,442       3,630   

scale I scale II scale III
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4.8. Profit 

Profit is affected by total revenue and total cost in every period of 

production process.  The analysis was done by farmer to determine the level of 

profits of farming, the farmers is said to be profitable if a profit or a total revenue 

is higher than total cost. The average of total profit pullet farming (years) can be 

seen in Table 8. 

Table 8. The profit of pullet farming (IDR/period) (4 months)

Source: Primary data (2015)

The research results in Table 8 showed that the profit was gotten by 

differences between total revenue and total cost, where the total cost is a fixed 

cost and variable cost. The profit Azizah et al (2013) said that profit is total 

revenue minus total cost. The highest profit in pullet farming is in scale III 

amount IDR 3,630/bird/period compared in scale I IDR 2,546/bird/period and 

scale II IDR 3,181/bird/period. The highest profit in pullet farming is scale III, 

because it has the highest of revenue per birds amount IDR 48,864/bird compared

in scale I IDR 48,450/bird and scale II IDR 48,539/bird. It is mean that scale III

was the most profitable in pullet farming through partnership scheme at “Prospek

Karyatama” Company in Turen and Gedangan subdistrict, Malang Regency. 

4.9. Analysis of Break Even Point (BEP)

Analysis of Break Event Point (BEP) in pullet farming was consisted by 

BEP price, and BEP products. For the detail of analysis BEP in pullet farming can 

be seen in Table 9.

IDR/farm IDR/bird IDR/farm IDR/bird IDR/farm IDR/bird
Total Revenue 349,566,021 48,450            733,600,989 48,445  1,270,468,726 48,864
Total Cost 331,199,374 45,904            685,424,511 45,263  1,176,087,283 45,234
Profit 18,366,647 2,546              48,176,478 3,181    94,381,442 3,630   

Statement
Scale I  Scale II  Scale III 
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Table 9. Break Even Point (BEP) of pullet farming 

Statement Scale I Scale II Scale III
Total Production Cost (IDR) 331,199,374 685,424,511 1,176,087,283
Total population (birds)               7,215            15,143              26,000 
BEP product (birds)               6,907            14,295              24,527 
Market price (IDR)             47,950            47,950              47,950 
BEP price (IDR)             45,904            45,263              45,234 

Source: Primary data (2015)

Based on the Table 9 BEP price in scale I is IDR 45,904/bird, scale II IDR 

45,263/bird and scale III IDR 45,234/bird. BEP price per bird was obtained from 

the total cost divided by the total population. The market price of selling pullet in 

all scale is IDR 47,950/bird. It is mean that in the scale III has highest profit per 

bird amount IDR 2,716/bird compared in scale I IDR 2,046/bird and scale II IDR 

2,687/bird. BEP product (birds) was obtained from the total cost divided by 

market price. The BEP products in scale I, scale II, and scale III respectively are

6,907 birds, 14,295 birds and 24,527 birds. BEP products is a condition how many 

minimally pullet would have to raised in the farm to the make farm not getting 

loss. This in line with Salam (2006) If the selling product equals to BEP product 

and BEP price the business farm not getting profit and loss (break even), but if the 

selling product more than BEP product and BEP price the business farm will 

getting profit and if less than BEP product and BEP price the business farm will 

getting loss. 

BEP analysis is used to determine the minimum of selling price per bird, 

minimum sales price per kilogram of live body weight, minimum pullet raised and 

the minimum amount of earn the revenue.  According to Ibrahim (2009) break 

even point is a production level where total revenue equals to the total cost (TR = 

TC).  Adding by Istanto, Supardi and Wahyuningsih (2010) BEP is a condition 

when the company did not get a profit and Also did not get a loss.  That is on 

condition when revenue is equals to production costs. 

4.10Margin of Safety (MOS)

Margin of Safety (MOS) is a number in the difference between the sales 

targets with the total of sales BEP. MOS of pullet farming through partnership 
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scheme at “Prospek Karyatama” Company, in Turen and Gedangan subdistrict, 

Malang Regency was divided into MOS (IDR) and MOS (%). For the calculation 

of Margin of Safety in pullet farming can be seen in the Table 10.

Table 10. Margin of Safety (MOS) of pullet farming

Statement Scale I Scale II Scale III
Expected Revenue    342,499,658   711,584,713 1,221,766,000 
BEP revenue 331,199,374 685,424,511 1,176,087,283
A. MOS (Rp)      11,300,283     26,160,202       45,678,717 
B. MOS (%)                 3.30                3.68                  3.74 

Source: Primary data (2015)

Table 10 showed that the highest Margin of Safety (MOS) in pullet 

farming is in scale III 3.74% compared in scale I 3.30% and scale II 3.68%. It is

mean that pullet scale III is most efficient in pullet farming because scale III has 

highest value in MOS (%). According to Munawir (2002) Margin Of Safety 

(MOS) can describe the limits if the sales is reduced over the limit then the 

business will get a loss, but if sales does not over the limit will get a profit. So, 

total selling of pullet have to be achieved in the planned sales should not be down 

more than 3.30% in scale I, 3.68% in scale II, and 3.74% in scale III in order to 

business not getting loss and not getting profit. This is in line with Syamsuddin

(2009) MOS can described that if sales is reduced exceed the distance limit then 

the business will get a loss, and if the sale does not exceed the limit of the distance 

it will earn profits.

4.11. R/C ratio

High profits of farming are not always affect a high level of business 

efficiency, to determine the efficiency of business farm can be used analysis of 

R/C ratio. The value R/C ratio at pullet farming through partnership scheme at 

“Prospek Karyatama” Company Malang can be seen in Table 11.

Table 11. The average value of R/C ratio of pullet farming

Statement Scale I Scale II Scale III
Total Revenue (IDR) 349,566,021 733,600,989 1,270,468,726
Total Production Cost (IDR) 331,199,374 685,424,511 1,176,087,283
R/C Ratio               1.055                  1.070            1.080 

Source: Primary data (2015)
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Based on Table 11 showed that the highest R/C ratio is in scale III 1.080

compared in scale I 1.055 and scale II 1.070. The greater of the value R/C ratio, so 

will the greater of the level efficiency in business. The highest of average value of 

R/C is scale III because several factor such as age and education level of farmers.

In the scale III 100% age of farmers are of productive age (45-58 years). At the 

productive of age, the farmer can think ahead to adopt new innovations that can 

improve the productivity of businesses and farmers are still physically able to 

expand of business farm.  The experience of farming and primary job in farming 

was also affected on the value of R/C ratio in the scale III, because in scale III had 

the highest length experience and pullet farming as primary job amount 100% of 

the total farmers in scale III. 

Table 11 showed that the calculation of R/C ratio in the pullet farming 

have an average value >1 where in the scale I has a value of R/C ratio 1.055 was 

assumed if every IDR10,000 costs of the business farm will get revenue IDR 

10,550 and profit IDR 550. Scale II has a value of R/C ratio 1.070 was assumed if 

every IDR10,000 costs of the business farm will get revenue IDR 10,700 and 

profit IDR 700. Scale III has a value of R/C ratio 1.081 was assumed every 

IDR10,000 costs of the business farm will get revenue IDR 10,800, and profit 

IDR 800. So it can be concluded that the business of pullet farming through 

partnership scheme at “Prospek Karyatama” Company, in Turen and Gedangan

subdistrict, Malang Regency has been efficient. This is in line with Soekartwai 

(2006) Value of R/C ratio is strongly influenced by the revenue and the total cost 

in the business farm, if the value of R/C ratio >1, then the business is "efficient". 

If the value of R/C ratio<1, then the business "inefficient". If the value of R/C 

ratio=1, so this business in a "break even" or are in a state of BEP. Adding by 

Candra (2012 ) the business can be declared feasibility or still in the level of 

efficiency when the number of R / C ratio is more than one, it is means that the 

same revenue higher than the total cost, the higher number of R / C ratio, the 

greater the level of efficiency business in company.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1.Conclusions

Based on the research result in the pullet farming through partnership 

scheme at “Propek Karyatama” Company, Malang at scale I (7,215 birds), 

scale II (15,143 birds), and scale III (26,000 birds) can be concluded that:

1. The most profitable in financial analysis of pullet farming is farming scale 

III, This proven to be in result of production cost, revenue and profit per 

bird are:

1.1 It had the lowest of production cost amount IDR 45,234/bird compared

in scale I IDR 45,904/bird and scale II IDR 45,263/bird.

1.2 The revenue in scale I is amount IDR 48,450/bird, scale II IDR 

48,445/bird and scale III IDR 48,864/bird.

1.3 This farm had highest value in profit is IDR 3,630/bird compared scale 

I only IDR 2,546/bird and scale II IDR 3,181/bird.

2. The most efficient in business farm is farming scale III. This is based on

calculation of BEP, MOS, and R/C ratio in one year are:

2.1 It had the lowest value in BEP price amount IDR 45,234/bird

compared in scale I IDR 45,904/bird and scale II IDR 45,263/bird, so 

in the scale III will get a highest profit BEP in pullet farming.

2.2 It had the highest value in MOS amount 3.74% compared in scale I 

3.30% and scale II 3.68%.

2.3 The pullet farm had the highest value in R/C ratio amount 1.080

compared in scale I 1.055 and scale II 1.070.
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5.2.Suggestions

It was suggested that :

1. Plasma farmer should be maintenance the performance of farming to 

keep the fluency of business farm and increase the performance to get 

more efficient of business farm.

2. The nucleus company have to keep relationship with plasma farmer, to 

make a good partnership scheme.
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Appendix 1. Questionnaire

QUESTIONNAIRE

Responden Identity

1. Name : 
2. Address :
3. Farming experience :……..years
4. Gender : Female / Male
5. Age : ……..years
6. Last formal education : Elementary / Junior High School / Senior High 

School / S1
7. Number phone :

Profile of Business Farming

1. Name : 
2. Address :
3. Experience : ……..years
4. Join partnership : ……..years
5. Initial DOC : ……..birds
6. Mortality : …….. %
7. Pullet weight : kg/bird
8. Age of pullet : weeks
9. Capital : Rp.
10. Source of capital : a. own capital

  b. foreign capital 
      interest: %
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Capital

NO. Item Initial 
price 
(Rp)

Valuable 
price (Rp)

Economical 
age (years)

Total price

1. Hen house
2. Lands 
3. Motorcycle 
4. Car 
5. Truck
6. Pick up
7. Genset
8. Water reservoir 
9. Chick guard

10. Gasolek
11. Feeder
12. Nipple drinker
13. Tarpaulin 
14. Lamp

……………..
……………..
……………..

Labor

No. Item P I P II Description
1. Manager 

a. Total
b. Salary

2. Labor
a. Total
b. Salary

3. Daily worker
a. Total
b. Wage

……………..
……………..
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Feed, Vitamin and Medicine (Period)

Item Pre-starter
(1-5 weeks)

Starter
(5-11 weeks)

Grower
(11-16 weeks)

1. Feed
a. Type
b. Price

2. Vitamin
a. Type
b. Price

3. Medicine
a. Type
b. Salary

……………..
……………..

DOC

No. Item P I P II Descripion
1. DOC

a. Strain
b. Total
c. Price
d. Mortality

……………..
……………..
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Production Cost

Fixed cost/period

NO. Item Unit Price/unit Total price
1. Lands rent (m2)
2. Taxes (Rp)
3. Interest (Rp)
4. Salary (Rp)
5. ……………
6. ……………
7. ……………

Variable cost/period

NO. Item Unit Price/unit Total price
1. DOC (birds)
2. Feed  (gram/period)
3. Vaccine and medicine
4. Litter 
5. Electricity 
6. Water 
7. Heating
8. ……………
9. ……………

10. ……………

Revenue/period

NO. Item Unit Price/unit Total 
price

1. Selling pullet
2. Feed sack
3. Bonus from company
4. Incentive from company

……………..
……………..
……………..
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Appendix 2. Table of Profile pullet farming.

No. Name Populatio
n

Age 
(years 
old)

Education 
(School)

Job Experience 
(years)

Total 
of labor

1. Warsiono 10.000 51 Senior high Secondary 2 2
2. Khatib 4.000 52 Elementary Secondary 3 1
3. Yatemo 27.000 49 Elementary Primary 7 5
4. Sujiah 15.000 58 Senior high Primary 3 3
5. Abdul Khalik 25.000 58 Senior high Primary 10 4
6. Khamsi 8.000 70 Elementary Primary 6 2
7. Darmadi 11.000 36 Senior high Secondary 6 2
8. Samsul Hadi 8.000 38 Senior high Secondary 6 2
9. M. Hari Triono 10.000 30 Senior high Secondary 3 2
10. Bambang 15.000 50 Senior high Secondary 3 1
11. Abdul Qadir 15.000 53 Junior high Primary 2 2
12. Khusaeni 6.000 48 S1 Secondary 2 1
13. Agus Suwendi 5.000 36 Senior high Secondary 6 1
14. Sukiari 8.000 45 Senior high Secondary 6 2
15. Agus Sunarto 8.000 29 Senior high Secondary 6 1
16. Yoyok 16.000 45 Senior high Primary 6 2
17. Budiarto 12.000 45 Senior high Primary 6 2
18. Sarman 6.000 49 Junior high Secondary 2 1
19. Musriah 15.000 49 Senior high Primary 6 2
20. Tasnim 5.000 56 Senior high Secondary 3 1
21. Sianto 5.000 35 Senior high Primary 6 1
22. Sukardi 18.000 53 Elementary Primary 3 3
23. Witono 7.000 37 Junior high Primary 6 1
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Appendix 3. The fixed capital of pullet farming (IDR)

Farmer Lands Housing Feeder Nipple Jenset Tandon motor cycle Car

small scale

1. Warsiono 200,000,000 100,000,000 17,000,000 13,000,000 3,750,000 1,000,000 20,000,000 100,000,000

2. Khatib 75,000,000 60,000,000 9,000,000 6,000,000               - 1,000,000 20,000,000                  -

3. Khamsi 200,000,000 85,000,000 9,000,000 6,000,000               - 750,000 20,000,000                  -

4.Darmadi 175,000,000 100,000,000 12,000,000 8,000,000               - 1,000,000 20,000,000 50,000,000 
5.Samsul Hadi 200,000,000 90,000,000 12,000,000 8,000,000               - 1,000,000 20,000,000                  -

6. M. Hari Triono     200,000,000     100,000,000 17,000,000 13,000,000               - 1,000,000 20,000,000 50,000,000 

7. Khusaeni 100,000,000 85,000,000 9,000,000 6,000,000               - 750,000 10,000,000                  -

8.Agus Suwendi     100,000,000      75,000,000 
     

6,500,000 
     

3,500,000               -
      

750,000   10,000,000                  -

9. Sukiari 200,000,000 85,000,000 9,000,000 6,000,000               - 750,000 10,000,000                  -

10. Agus Sunarto     200,000,000      85,000,000 
     

9,000,000 
     

6,000,000               -
      

750,000   10,000,000 
   

60,000,000 

11. Sarman 100,000,000 75,000,000 9,000,000 6,000,000               - 1,000,000 10,000,000                  -

12. Tasnim 100,000,000 75,000,000 9,000,000 6,000,000               - 750,000 10,000,000                  -

13. Sianto 100,000,000 75,000,000 9,000,000 6,000,000               - 1,000,000 10,000,000                  -

14. Witono 120,000,000 90,000,000 9,000,000 6,000,000               - 1,000,000 10,000,000 50,000,000 
Total 2,070,000,000 1,180,000,000 145,500,000 99,500,000 3,750,000 12,500,000 200,000,000 310,000,000

Average 276,000,000 157,333,333 19,400,000 13,266,667 3,750,000 1,666,667 26,666,667 103,333,333

medium scale

1. Sujiah 200,000,000 80,000,000 12,000,000 8,000,000               - 1,000,000 20,000,000               -

2. Bambang 250,000,000 100,000,000 20,000,000 15,000,000               - 1,500,000 20,000,000                  -

3. AbdulQadir 250,000,000 100,000,000 20,000,000 15,000,000               - 1,500,000 20,000,000                  -

4. Yoyok 200,000,000 100,000,000 15,000,000 10,000,000 1,300,000 1,500,000 20,000,000 60,000,000 
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5. Budiarto 100,000,000 75,000,000 15,000,000 10,000,000               - 1,000,000 20,000,000                  -

6. Musriah 200,000,000 90,000,000 15,000,000 10,000,000               - 1,500,000 20,000,000                  -

7. Sukardi 200,000,000 115,000,000 15,000,000 10,000,000 1,300,000 1,500,000 20,000,000 75,000,000 
Total 1,400,000,000 660,000,000 112,000,000 78,000,000 2,600,000 9,500,000 140,000,000 135,000,000

Average 200,000,000 94,285,714 16,000,000 11,142,857 1,300,000 1,357,143 20,000,000 67,500,000

big scale

1. Yatemo 450,000,000 120,000,000 25,000,000 15,000,000 1,300,000 2,500,000 20,000,000 60,000,000 

2. Abdul Khalik     350,000,000     110,000,000 
   

15,000,000 
   

10,000,000 
                   

-
   

1,100,000   40,000,000 
   

55,000,000 
Total 800,000,000 230,000,000 40,000,000 25,000,000 1,300,000 3,600,000 60,000,000 115,000,000

Average 400,000,000 115,000,000 20,000,000 12,500,000 1,300,000 1,800,000 30,000,000 57,500,000
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Appendix 4. Working Capital of pullet farming (IDR/period I)
Name Land rents Depreciation Salary Tax DOC Feed Vaccine Gas Energy Electricity Litter Wages

1.Warsiono 750,000 2,976,667 6,000,000 7,500 50,000,000 356,415,000 31,520,000 2,015,000       708,000 250,000 2,400,000 2,142,000

2. Khatib 500,000 1,435,000 4,000,000 10,000 20,000,000 142,820,000 12,582,400 741,000       532,000 100,000 1,600,000 1,431,840

3. Khamsi 1,000,000 1,460,000 6,000,000 25,000 40,000,000 285,640,000 25,139,200 1,300,000       608,000 50,000 800,000 1,902,720

4. Darmadi 1,000,000 2,285,000 6,000,000 10,000 55,000,000 390,659,500 34,531,200 2,002,000       486,400 150,000 2,400,000 2,254,920

5. Samsul Hadi 750,000 1,668,334 6,000,000 7,500 40,000,000 285,132,000 25,164,800 1,495,000       562,400 100,000 1,600,000 1,903,680

6. M. Hari Triono 1,000,000 2,335,000 6,000,000 7,500 50,000,000 357,050,000 31,424,000 2,730,000       608,000 200,000 2,400,000 2,138,400

7. Khusaeni 500,000 1,325,834 4,000,000 7,500 30,000,000 214,992,000 18,835,200 1,092,000       304,000 70,000 2,400,000 1,666,320

8. Agus Suwendi 500,000 1,071,667 4,000,000 7,500 25,000,000 179,160,000 15,760,000 910,000       304,000 50,000 800,000 1,551,000

9. Sukiari 1,000,000 1,263,334 6,000,000 7,500 40,000,000 284,116,000 25,113,600 1,430,000       258,400 100,000 1,600,000 1,901,760

10. Agus Sunarto 750,000 1,938,334 6,000,000 7,500 40,000,000 284,624,000 25,139,200 1,456,000       304,000 100,000 1,600,000 1,902,720

11. Sarman 500,000 1,309,167 6,000,000 7,500 30,000,000 213,849,000 18,912,000 1,092,000       304,000 80,000 1,600,000 1,669,200

12. Tasnim 500,000 1,292,500 4,000,000 7,500 25,000,000 178,207,500 15,728,000 910,000       273,600 100,000 800,000 1,549,800

13. Sianto 500,000 1,255,000 4,000,000 7,500 25,000,000 179,160,000 15,696,000 910,000       304,000 50,000 1,600,000 1,548,600

14. Witono 750,000 1,984,167 6,000,000 10,000 35,000,000 249,490,500 22,064,000 1,300,000       243,200 100,000 1,600,000 1,787,400

Total 10,000,000 23,600,004 74,000,000 130,000 505,000,000 3,601,315,500 317,609,600 19,383,000 5,800,000 1,500,000 23,200,000 25,350,360
Average 714,286 1,685,715 5,285,714 9,286 36,071,429 257,236,821 22,686,400 1,384,500 414,286 107,143 1,657,143 1,810,740
1. Sujiah 1,000,000 1,389,167 6,000,000 10,000 75,000,000 535,575,000 47,136,000 2,756,000       456,000 400,000 1,600,000 2,727,600

2. Bambang 1,000,000 1,855,500 8,000,000 10,000 75,000,000 533,670,000 47,823,750 2,756,000       608,000 125,000 2,400,000 2,725,800

3. Abdul Qadir 2,000,000 1,976,667 8,000,000 10,000 75,000,000 531,765,000 47,136,000 2,756,000       501,600 200,000 2,400,000 2,727,600

4. Yoyok 1,000,000 2,295,000 8,000,000 10,000 80,000,000 565,184,000 50,380,800 2,886,000       662,400 160,000 2,400,000 2,849,280

5. Budiarto 1,000,000 1,368,334 8,000,000 10,000 60,000,000 427,698,000 37,233,000 2,210,000       608,000 100,000 2,400,000 2,378,400

6. Musriah 1,000,000 1,618,334 8,000,000 10,000 75,000,000 536,527,500 47,376,000 2,756,000       577,600 100,000 2,400,000 2,736,600

7. Sukardi 1,000,000 2,745,000 12,000,000 15,000 90,000,000 636,975,000 57,739,500 3,276,000       632,000 200,000 3,200,000 3,091,920

Total 8,000,000 13,248,002 58,000,000 75,000 530,000,000 3,767,394,500 334,825,050 19,396,000 4,045,600 1,285,000 16,800,000 19,237,200

Average 1,142,857 1,892,572 8,285,714 10,714 75,714,286 538,199,214 47,832,150 2,770,857 577,943 183,571 2,400,000 2,748,171
1.    Yatemo 3,000,000 2,905,000 15,000,000 40,000 135,000,000 953,748,000 86,400,000 4,940,000       708,000 450,000 8,000,000 3,622,200

2.Abdul Khalik 2,500,000 2,513,334 16,000,000 20,000 125,000,000 892,625,000 78,750,000 4,550,000    1,520,000 325,000 8,000,000 3,425,000

Total 5,500,000 5,418,334 31,000,000 60,000 260,000,000 1,846,373,000 165,150,000 9,490,000 2,228,000 775,000 16,000,000 7,047,200

Average 2,750,000 2,709,167 15,500,000 30,000 130,000,000 923,186,500 82,575,000 4,745,000 1,114,000 387,500 8,000,000 3,523,600
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Appendix 5. Working Capital of pullet farming (IDR/period II)

Name Land rents Depreciation Salary Tax DOC Feed Vaccine Gas Energy Electricity Litter Wages

1.Warsiono 750,000 2,976,667 6,000,000 7,500 50,000,000 357,050,000 31,059,000 2,028,000       677,600 240,000 2,400,000 2,143,200
2. Khatib 500,000 1,435,000 4,000,000 10,000 20,000,000 142,566,000 12,411,000 754,000       471,200 100,000 1,600,000 1,432,800
3. Khamsi 1,000,000 1,460,000 6,000,000 25,000 40,000,000 285,132,000 24,897,600 1,313,000       562,400 45,000 800,000 1,908,480
4. Darmadi 1,000,000 2,285,000 6,000,000 10,000 55,000,000 390,659,500 34,164,900 2,015,000       486,400 160,000 2,400,000 2,261,520
5. Samsul Hadi 750,000 1,668,334 6,000,000 7,500 40,000,000 286,656,000 24,847,200 1,508,000       547,200 100,000 1,600,000 1,906,560
6. M. Hari Triono 1,000,000 2,335,000 6,000,000 7,500 50,000,000 356,415,000 30,996,000 2,743,000       516,800 185,000 2,400,000 2,140,800
7. Khusaeni 500,000 1,325,834 4,000,000 7,500 30,000,000 214,230,000 18,635,400 1,105,000       281,200 65,000 2,400,000 1,669,920
8. Agus Suwendi 500,000 1,071,667 4,000,000 7,500 25,000,000 178,842,500 15,529,500 923,000       296,400 50,000 800,000 1,551,600
9. Sukiari 1,000,000 1,263,334 6,000,000 7,500 40,000,000 284,624,000 24,771,600 1,443,000       258,400 100,000 1,600,000 1,903,680
10. Agus Sunarto 750,000 1,938,334 6,000,000 7,500 40,000,000 285,640,000 24,872,400 1,469,000       304,000 100,000 1,600,000 1,907,520
11. Sarman 500,000 1,309,167 6,000,000 7,500 30,000,000 213,087,000 18,635,400 1,105,000       288,800 75,000 1,600,000 1,669,920
12. Tasnim 500,000 1,292,500 4,000,000 7,500 25,000,000 177,890,000 15,545,250 923,000       273,600 100,000 800,000 1,552,200
13. Sianto 500,000 1,255,000 4,000,000 7,500 25,000,000 180,112,500 15,576,750 923,000       304,000 65,000 1,600,000 1,553,400
14. Witono 750,000 1,984,167 6,000,000 10,000 35,000,000 248,601,500 21,719,250 1,313,000       243,200 100,000 1,600,000 1,787,400
Total 10,000,000 23,600,004 74,000,000 130,000 505,000,000 3,601,506,000 313,661,250 19,565,000 5,511,200 1,485,000 23,200,000 25,389,000

Average 714,286 1,685,715 5,285,714 9,286 36,071,429 257,250,429 22,404,375 1,397,500 393,657 106,071 1,657,143 1,813,500

1. Sujiah 1,000,000 1,389,167 6,000,000 10,000 75,000,000 535,575,000 46,588,500 2,769,000       532,000 350,000 1,600,000 2,734,800
2. Bambang 1,000,000 1,855,500 8,000,000 10,000 75,000,000 535,575,000 46,494,000 2,769,000       501,600 100,000 2,400,000 2,731,200
3. Abdul Qadir 2,000,000 1,976,667 8,000,000 10,000 75,000,000 537,480,000 46,730,250 2,769,000       547,200 200,000 2,400,000 2,740,200
4. Yoyok 1,000,000 2,295,000 8,000,000 10,000 80,000,000 572,296,000 51,064,000 2,899,000       662,400 160,000 2,400,000 2,845,440
5. Budiarto 1,000,000 1,368,334 8,000,000 10,000 60,000,000 426,936,000 37,157,400 2,223,000       592,800 100,000 2,400,000 2,375,520
6. Musriah 1,000,000 1,618,334 8,000,000 10,000 75,000,000 531,765,000 48,116,250 2,769,000       486,400 100,000 2,400,000 2,736,600
7. Sukardi 1,000,000 2,745,000 12,000,000 15,000 90,000,000 642,690,000 55,792,800 3,289,000       632,000 200,000 3,200,000 3,085,440
Total 8,000,000 13,248,002 58,000,000 75,000 530,000,000 3,782,317,000 331,943,200 19,487,000 3,954,400 1,210,000 16,800,000 19,249,200
Average 1,142,857 1,892,572 8,285,714 10,714 75,714,286 540,331,000 47,420,457 2,783,857 564,914 172,857 2,400,000 2,749,886

1.    Yatemo 3,000,000 2,905,000 15,000,000 40,000 83,700,000 955,462,500 80,000,000 4,953,000       723,200 400,000 7,500,000 3,624,900

2.    Abdul Khalik 2,500,000 2,513,334 16,000,000 20,000 76,250,000 881,512,500 75,000,000 4,563,000    1,444,000 325,000 7,500,000 3,427,500
Total 5,500,000 5,418,334 31,000,000 60,000 159,950,000 1,836,975,000 155,000,000 9,516,000 2,167,200 725,000 15,000,000 7,052,400

Average 2,750,000 2,709,167 15,500,000 30,000 130,000,000 932,224,638 77,500,000 4,758,000 4,758,000 362,500 7,500,000 3,930,000
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Appendix 6. Profit Loss Statement of pullet farming
Statements
I. Revenue IDR/farm IDR/bird % IDR/farm IDR/bird % IDR/farm IDR/bird %
1. selling pullet 340,670,763 47,217 97.46   714,694,750 47,196 97.42    1,230,511,100  47,327 96.85    
2. Feed sack          649,286 90 0.19            1,399,857 92 0.19      3,784,750         146 0.30      
3. Manure 789,286        109 0.23            1,519,571 100 0.21      2,637,500         101 0.21      
4. Bonus 7,456,686     1,033 2.13     15,986,810   1,056 2.18      33,535,376       1,290 2.64      
Total revenue 349,566,021 48,450 100.00 733,600,989 48,445 100.00  1,270,468,726  48,864 100.00  
II. Production cost
Fixed Cost
1. Lands rents 1,428,571     198 0.43     2,000,000 132 0.29      5,500,000 212 0.47      
2. Depriciation 3,475,024     482 1.05            3,785,143 250 0.55                 5,418,333 208 0.46      
3. Salary 5,285,714     733 1.60     8,285,714 547 1.21      15,500,000 596 1.32      

4. Tax 18,571          3 0.01     21,429 1 0.00      60,000 2 0.01      
Total Fixed Cost 10,207,880   1,415 3.09     14,092,286 931 2.06      26,478,333 1,018 2.25      
Variable Cost
1.DOC 36,071,429   5,000 10.90   75,714,286 5,000 11.06    130,000,000 5,000 11.06    
2. Feed 257,243,625 35,654 77.77   539,265,107 35,612 78.74    920,837,000 35,417 78.37    
Medicine 22,234,188   3,082 6.72     47,626,304 3,145 6.95      81,275,000 3,126 6.92      
4. LPG 1,462,411     203 0.44     2,824,714 187 0.41      4,748,250 183 0.40      
5. Electricity 106,607        15 0.03     181,786 12 0.03      375,000 14 0.03      
6.  Litter 1,657,143     230 0.50     2,400,000 158 0.35      7,750,000 298 0.66      
7. Wages 1,812,120     251 0.55     2,748,600 182 0.40      3,524,900 136 0.30      
Total variable cost 320,587,523 44,433 96.91   670,760,796 44,295 97.94    1,148,510,150 44,173 97.75    
TOTAL COST 330,795,403 45,848 100.00 684,853,082 45,226 100.00  1,174,988,483 45,192 100.00  
III. Profit (I-II) 18,770,618   2,602   48,747,907   3,219   95,480,242       3,672   

scale I scale II scale III
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Appendix 7. The Revenue of pullet farming (IDR) period 1
farmer

small scale IDR % IDR % IDR % IDR %
1. Warsiono        472,307,500 97.40          900,000 0.19     1,000,000 0.21 10,731,575    2.21  
2. Khatib        188,539,400 97.09          360,000 0.19     1,200,000 0.62 4,093,212       2.11  
3. Khamsi        376,695,200 97.49          720,000 0.19        800,000 0.21 8,178,096       2.12  
4.Darmadi        517,428,450 97.11          990,000 0.19     1,100,000 0.21 13,289,117    2.49  
5.Samsul Hadi        377,078,800 97.36          720,000 0.19        800,000 0.21 8,685,788       2.24  
6. M. Hari Triono        470,869,000 97.52          900,000 0.19     1,000,000 0.21 10,075,320    2.09  
7. Khusaeni        282,233,700 97.74          540,000 0.19        600,000 0.21 5,379,804       1.86  
8.Agus Suwendi        236,153,750 97.74          450,000 0.19        500,000 0.21 4,501,450       1.86  
9. Sukiari        376,311,600 97.11          720,000 0.19        800,000 0.21 9,664,812       2.49  
10. Agus Sunarto        376,695,200 97.30          720,000 0.19        800,000 0.21 8,940,128       2.31  
11. Sarman        283,384,500 97.37          540,000 0.19        600,000 0.21 6,527,595       2.24  
12. Tasnim        235,674,250 97.48          450,000 0.19        500,000 0.21 5,133,718       2.12  
13. Sianto        235,194,750 97.58          450,000 0.19        500,000 0.21 4,885,380       2.03  
14. Witono        330,615,250 97.19          630,000 0.19        700,000 0.21 8,236,078       2.42  
medium scale 339,941,525        649,286          778,571       7,737,291      
1. Sujiah        706,303,500 97.58       1,620,000 0.22     1,500,000 0.21 14,413,305    1.99  
2. Bambang        705,584,250 97.36       1,350,000 0.19     1,500,000 0.21 16,267,433    2.24  
3. Abdul Qadir        706,303,500 97.11       1,350,000 0.19     1,500,000 0.21 18,154,725    2.50  
4. Yoyok        754,924,800 96.86       1,440,000 0.18     1,600,000 0.21 21,403,968    2.75  
5. Budiarto        566,769,000 97.49       1,080,000 0.19     1,200,000 0.21 12,316,440    2.12  
6. Musriah        709,899,750 97.74       1,350,000 0.19     1,500,000 0.21 13,546,575    1.87  
7. Sukardi        851,879,700 96.99       1,620,000 0.18     1,800,000 0.20 23,024,736    2.62  
big scale 714,523,500        1,401,429      1,514,286    17,018,169    
1. Yatemo     1,276,524,900 96.69       2,916,000 0.22     2,700,000 0.20 38,069,460    2.88  
2. Abdul Khalik     1,181,967,500 97.30       4,500,000 0.37     2,500,000 0.21 25,857,850    2.13  

1. selling pullet 2. Feed sack 3. Manure 4. Bonus 
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Appendix 8. The Revenue of pullet farming (IDR) period 2

farmer

small scale IDR % IDR % IDR % IDR %

1. Warsiono        473,280,000 97.67          900,000 0.19        900,000 0.19 9,490,250      1.96  
2. Khatib        189,120,000 97.12          360,000 0.18     1,200,000 0.62 4,042,440      2.08  
3. Khamsi        379,392,000 97.49          720,000 0.19        950,000 0.24 8,109,504      2.08  
4.Darmadi        520,608,000 97.27          990,000 0.18     1,100,000 0.21 12,505,438    2.34  
5.Samsul Hadi        378,624,000 97.89          720,000 0.19        850,000 0.22 6,590,424      1.70  
6. M. Hari Triono        472,320,000 97.54          900,000 0.19        900,000 0.19 10,095,840    2.08  
7. Khusaeni        283,968,000 97.65          540,000 0.19        600,000 0.21 5,694,150      1.96  
8.Agus Suwendi        236,640,000 97.78          450,000 0.19        500,000 0.21 4,432,070      1.83  
9. Sukiari        377,472,000 97.4          720,000 0.19        800,000 0.21 8,567,828      2.21  
10. Agus Sunarto        379,008,000 97.65          720,000 0.19        800,000 0.21 7,599,900      1.96  
11. Sarman        283,968,000 97.24          540,000 0.18        700,000 0.24 6,821,148      2.34  
12. Tasnim        236,880,000 97.36          450,000 0.18        600,000 0.25 5,376,683      2.21  
13. Sianto        237,360,000 98.25          450,000 0.19        600,000 0.25 3,189,525      1.32  
14. Witono        330,960,000 97.27          630,000 0.19        700,000 0.21 7,949,935      2.34  
medium scale 341,400,000       649,286         800,000       7,176,081      

1. Sujiah 709,180,500       97.58       1,633,000 0.22     1,450,000 0.20 14,492,721    1.99  
2. Bambang 707,742,000       97.6       1,350,000 0.19     1,600,000 0.22 14,463,324    1.99  
3. Abdul Qadir 711,338,250       97.85       1,450,000 0.2     1,500,000 0.21 12,652,772    1.74  
4. Yoyok 753,390,400       97.73       1,480,000 0.19     1,600,000 0.21 14,398,477    1.87  
5. Budiarto 565,618,200       97.37       1,000,000 0.17     1,250,000 0.22 13,056,992    2.25  
6. Musriah 709,899,750       97.11       1,350,000 0.18     1,500,000 0.21 18,267,890    2.50  
7. Sukardi 849,290,400       97.61       1,525,000 0.18     1,900,000 0.22 17,355,989    1.99  
big scale 715,208,500       1,398,286      1,542,857    14,955,452    

1. Yatemo 1,279,152,000    96.93       2,930,000 0.22     2,800,000 0.21 34,830,243    2.64  
2. Abdul Khalik 1,184,400,000    96.53       4,700,000 0.38     2,550,000 0.21 35,383,950    2.88  

1,231,776,000    3,815,000      2,675,000    35,107,097    

1. selling pullet 2. Feed sack 3. Manure 4. Bonus 
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Appendix 9. Bonus from company (period)

Body weight Eficiency feed Body weight Eficiency feed
1 Warsiono 4,925,000       6,880,225       3,229,150     6,261,100        
2 Khatib 1,966,000       2,496,820       1,290,350     2,752,090        
3 Khamsi 3,928,000       4,988,560       2,588,560     5,520,944        
4 Darmadi 5,395,500       8,907,971       3,552,065     8,953,373        
5 Samsul Hadi 3,932,000       5,493,004       2,583,320     4,007,104        
6 M. Hari Triono 4,910,000       6,235,700       3,222,600     6,873,240        
7 Khusaeni 2,943,000       2,990,088       1,937,490     3,756,660        
8 Agus Suwendi 2,462,500       2,501,900       1,614,575     2,817,495        
9 Sukiari 3,924,000       6,478,524       2,575,460     5,992,368        

10 Agus Sunarto 3,928,000       5,986,272       2,585,940     5,013,960        
11 Sarman 2,955,000       4,128,135       1,937,490     4,883,658        
12 Tasnim 2,457,500       3,433,128       1,616,213     3,760,470        
13 Sianto 2,452,500       3,114,675       1,619,488     1,570,037        
14 Witono 3,447,500       4,816,158       2,258,113     5,691,823        

average 3,544,750      4,889,368       2,329,344     4,846,737       
1 Sujiah 5,059,755       9,353,550       5,101,071     9,391,650        
2 Bambang 5,054,603       11,212,830     5,090,724     9,372,600        
3 Abdul Qadir 5,059,755       13,094,970     5,116,592     7,536,180        
4 Yoyok 5,408,064       15,995,904     5,419,069     8,979,408        
5 Budiarto 4,060,170       8,256,270       4,068,440     8,988,552        
6 Musriah 5,085,518       8,461,057       5,106,245     13,161,645     
7 Sukardi 6,102,621       16,922,115     6,108,869     11,247,120     

average 5,118,641       11,899,528     5,144,430     9,811,022        
1 Yatemo 11,021,508    27,047,952     9,447,071     25,383,173     
2 Abdul Khalik 10,205,100    15,652,750     8,747,288     26,636,663     

average 10,613,304    21,350,351     9,097,179     26,009,918     

Bonus Periode INameNo. Bonus Periode 2
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Appendix 10. The calculation of BEP pullet farming (IDR)

Statement Scale I Scale II Scale III

Total Production Cost (IDR) 330,795,403 684,853,082 1,174,988,483

Total population (birds)               7,215            15,143              26,000 

BEP product (birds)               6,899            14,283              24,504 

Market price (IDR)             47,950            47,950              47,950 

BEP price (IDR)             45,848            45,226              45,192 

a. BEP product scale I = 
? ? ?? ?	? ?? ? ? ???? ? 	? ? ??

? ? ?? ?? 	? ???? BEP product scale II = 
? ? ?? ?	? ?? ? ? ???? ? 	? ? ??

? ? ?? ?? 	? ????
= 

? ? ? ,? ? ? ,? ? ? 	
? ? ,? ? ? = 

? ? ? ,? ? ? ,? ? ?
? ? ,? ? ?

= 6,899 birds = 15,143 birds

BEP product scale III = 
? ? ?? ?	? ?? ? ? ???? ? 	? ? ??

? ? ?? ?? 	? ????
= 

? ,? ? ? ,? ? ? ,? ? ?
? ? ,? ? ?

= 24,504 birds

b. BEP price scale I = 
? ? ?? ?	? ?? ? ? ???? ? 	? ? ??

? ? ?? ?	? ? ? ? ?? ??? ? BEP price scale II = 
? ? ?? ?	? ?? ? ? ???? ? 	? ? ??

? ? ?? ?	? ? ? ? ?? ??? ?
= 

? ? ? ,? ? ? ,? ? ? 	
? ,? ? ? = 

? ? ? ,? ? ? ,? ? ?
? ? ,? ? ?
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= IDR 45,848 = IDR 45,226

BEP price scale III = 
? ? ?? ?	? ?? ? ? ???? ? 	? ? ??

? ? ?? ?? 	? ????
= 

? ,? ? ? ,? ? ? ,? ? ?
? ? ,? ? ?

= IDR 45,192

Appendix 11. The calculation of MOS in pullet farming

Statement Scale I Scale II Scale III

Expected Revenue    342,499,658   711,584,713 1,221,766,000 

BEP revenue 330,795,403 684,853,082 1,174,988,483

A. MOS (Rp)      11,704,255     26,731,631       46,777,517 

B. MOS (%)                 3.42                3.76                  3.83 

a. MOS (IDR) scale I = Expected revenue – BEP revenue MOS (IDR) scale III = Expected revenue – BEP revenue

  = 342,499,658 - 330,795,403 = 1,221,766,000 - 1,174,988,483           

  = IDR 11,704,255 = IDR 46,777,517

MOS (IDR) scale II = Expected revenue – BEP revenue

         = 711,584,713 - 684,853,082

         = IDR 26,731,631
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a. MOS (%) scale I = 
? ? ? 	(?? ? )

? ? ? ? ???? 	? ? ? ? ? ? ? 		 X 100% MOS (%) scale III  = 
? ? ? 	(?? ? )

? ? ? ? ??? ? 	? ?? ?? ? ? 		 X 100%

    = 
? ? ,? ? ? ,? ? ?

? ? ? ,? ? ? ,? ? ? 			 X 100%         = 
? ? ,? ? ? ,? ? ?

? ,? ? ? ,? ? ? ,? ? ? 			 X 100%

     = 3.42 %              = 3.83%

MOS (%) scale II =  
? ? ? 	(?? ? )

? ? ? ? ??? ? 	? ?? ?? ? ? 		 X 100%

   = 
? ? ,? ? ? ,? ? ?

? ? ? ,? ? ? ,? ? ? 			 X 100%

   = 3.76%




